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1 
‘The object ofthe invention ‘:ls torn-revise a 

--clampip‘a“rticularly adapted ‘to ‘light " work ‘ and 
set in‘clamping position bvmére pressurefrom 
the hands of theoperator when it will auto- " 
matically retain suchi's" cranium; to provide a 
device'of the kind indiéated‘in which the pres 

‘ ‘sure v"to ‘be attained, whether-‘it’ be“ great'i'eor-islight, 
can be determined by the proper selection of the 
members of which the slide connecting the jaws 
is composed; and to provide a clamp which is of 
simple construction by reason of consisting of 
few parts and which is, therefore, susceptible 
of cheap manufacture. 
With this object in view the invention con 

sists of a construction and combination of parts 
of which preferred embodiments are illustrated 
in the accompanying drawings in which— 
Figure 1 is a perspective view of one form of 

the invention; 
Figure 2 is a vertical sectional view of the 

structure of Figure 1 in the plane of the axes 
of the members composing the slide; 
Figure 3 is a perspective view similar to Figure 

1 but showing a modi?cation in which both jaws 
are movable with respect to the slide; and 

Figure 4 is an elevational view of the inven 
tion in operative position with a work piece en 
gaged by the jaws. 
The jaws l0 and II are complemental and 

relatively movable, but one only is movable with 
respect to the slide I2 in that form of the in 
vention shown in Figure 1, while both are adjust 
able along the slide when the invention follows 
the construction illustrated in Figure 3. 
The slide is composed of the members or rods 

I2a, l2b and 120 arranged in parallelism and 
spaced a distance at least equal to the diameter 
of the members. If the invention be con 
structed as disclosed in Figures 1, 2 and. 4, the 
members In etc. are terminally ?xed in sockets 
opening on the inner face of the jaw ll, thus 
?xing the position of that jaw with respect to 
the slide. The jaw l0, however, must be mov 
able along the slide and it is, therefore, pro 
vided with body holes for the members of the 
slide, the holes extending through the jaw from 
the inner face. 

Since the locking function of the movable jaw 
is accomplished by ?rm frictional engagement 
with the members of the slide, it is necessary to 
?ex the latter in the clamping operation. The 
jaws normally, therefore, are positioned at acute 
angles to the slide and are so arranged that their 
inner faces lie in converging planes, the noses or 
work engaging ends occupying the closest posi 
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, i'ti'ons lrelatively ea'n'drbeing provi-ded"with-1:yield— 
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ingv grip v'-m"ats ‘ ‘i It to: prevent‘ 'marring the- engaged 
workpiece. 

In the use of the clamp the work pieicegforex 
Iampl‘e,‘th’e ‘blocks'lé? and 'Hi to‘ which glueihas 
-b‘een"~"applied;is'Iinterposed between ‘the :jaws 
and they are brought‘r'int'ow clamping'lposition by 
the "application ‘of “hand :‘-pressure ‘at -'the heel 
ends. As the jaws are the moved into paral 
lelism, the intervening portion of the slide is 
flexed, the slide members being bowed, as illus 
trated in Figure 4. This bowing of the members 
of the slide disaligns their axes and the axes of 
the holes in the movable jaw with the result 
that the said jaw is frictionally retained in its 
clamping position. 
At the free end in the construction shown in 

Figure 1 and at either end in the construction 
shown in Figure 3, the slide is provided with-a 
bridging element l3. This element has the same 
angular position relative to the slide that the 
adjacent jaw occupies. The bridging element 
acts not only as a stop to prevent accidental re 
moval of the jaw from the slide but it retains 
the members thereof in their parallel relation. 
But bowing of the slide can not be effected suc 
cessfully to secure the movable jaw in clamping 
position if the bridging element be ?xed to all 
the slide members. It is, therefore, ?xed to only 
one, the center member IZb, in a socket of the 
element, the ends of the other members sliding 
in properly spaced similar sockets therein. By 
reason of this construction the bowing of the 
slide members is possible without destroying 
their uniformity of spacing. 
While the use of the construction shown in 

Figure 3 requires the duplication of the bridging 
element, a certain advantage inures to that con 
struction in that with it the clamping operation 
can be effected at varied points along the slide 
thus making more remote the time when the 
slide members will become permanently ?exed 
by continued use and require renewal or re 
versal by rotating them one hundred eighty de 
grees from their original positions relative to 
each other and the jaws. 
The pressure to be attained with the clamp 

determines the cross-sectional area of the mem 
bers of which the slide is composed, the greater 
the cross-section the greater the pressure pos 
sible. 
The invention having been described, what is 

claimed as new and useful is: 
1. A clamp comprising co-operating jaws nor 

mally disposed with their complemental faces in 
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converging planes, and a slide on which the jaws 
are mounted and including a plurality of spaced 
resilient rods arranged in parallelism, at least 
one of the jaws having body holes through which 

_ the rods pass, the relative diameters of the rods 
and holes being such that the jaw may move 
freely along the rods when the latter are straight 
but will frictionally bind on the same when both 
jaws are forced into parallel clamping engage 
ment with an interposed work piece and the 
rods are ?exed in consequence. 

2. A clamp comprising co-operating jaws nor 
mally disposed with their complemental faces in 
converging planes, a slide on which the jaws are 
mounted and including a plurality of spaced 
resilient rods arranged in parallelism, at least 
one of the jaws having body holes through which 
the rods pass, the relative diameters of the rods 
and holes being such that the jaw may move 
freely along the rods when the latter are straight 
but will frictionally bind on the same when both 
jaws are forced into parallel clamping engage 
ment with an interposed work piece and the rods 
are ?exed in consequence, and a bridging mem 
ber spanning the rods at their extremities and 
?xed with respect to at least one but slidable 
with respect to the others. 

3. A clamp comprising co-operating jaws, and 
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a resilient slide on which the jaws are mounted, 
at least one of the jaws having a guide axially 
aligned with and affording a running engage 
ment with the slide, the jaws being normally dis 
posed in converging planes, so that when spread 
into parallelism for engagement with an inter 
posed work piece, the guide and slide are dis 
aligned thereby binding the sliding jaw and ?ex 
ing the slide. 
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